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Pinterest, a visual discover and save creative ideas See more about Patchwork, Textiles and Vintage Lace. Lace patchwork - This idea would look nice on a memory quilt with old photos, Vintage Lace: table runner inspiration #sew #table #vintagelinens A Quilted Memory: Ideas and Inspiration for sing Vintage . 5 Jun 2013 . Etsy.com handmade and vintage goods An heirloom quilt constructed with old baby clothing. I've been repurposing sentimental fabric items for several years now wonderful inspirations and beautiful ideas all the way around. upcycling can renew meaning to an already special and sentimental piece. The Histocrats Bookshelf: September 2015 Here are some examples of other recycled clothing quilts that might inspire you. I think this is a super idea. I have done a lot of work with recycled fabric (T-shirt quilt, memory quilt etc) and have enjoyed the pieces but remember the fabric is I like vintage textiles, old houses, fresh bread, and dinner under the pergola.